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SUMMARY
Interplanetary plasma, including the various lines of evidence
for it, is described. This is followed by an account of the struc-
ture and composition of comets with emphasis on the ionized tails.
The characteristics of these tails are explained by their inter-
action with a "solar wind" type plasma. Cometary phenomena
bearing on the spatial and temporal distribution and dynamics of
the plasma are discussed. A space experiment consisting of the
formation of an artificial plasma cloud whereby these ideas could
be tested and the plasma further investigated is described. Cal-
culations indicate that the release of about 100 grams of barium
at 200,000 km could be observed.
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THE PLASMA IN INTERPLANETARYSPACE*
by
L. BiermannT
Max Planck bzstitute Jot Aslrophysics
INTRODUCTION
The subject of plasma in interplanetary space has been attacked by astronomical observation
and theoretical work for a number of years. It is gratifying therefore that experimental research on
it has now become possible by means of space probes and satellites with distant apogees.
Interplanetary space can be defined literally as the space between the sun and the planets. There
has been some discussion in recent years as to what extent it should be regarded as an extension of
the solar corona. We shall not, at present, go into the problem of how to define the boundary between
the solar corona and interplanetary space. Let us just take the position that the corona, as is sug-
gested by its appearance during a total solar eclipse, stretches outward to about 10 and possibly 20
solar radii, and that beyond this distance we reach interplanetary space.
The question of the physical distinction between the solar corona and interplanetary space is
rather difficult. Leaving aside the radial motion, there is one basic difference as far as the co-
rotation with the sun is concerned. The visible corona does co-rotate with the sun; this means that
it rotates once in every 25 days. From the work to be discussed here, it is evident that interplane-
tary materiaI, at distances of the order of 1 AU, does not co-rotate. One of the tasks before us, then,
is to determine in detail the state of rotation of the material found in interplanetary space, as a
function of position and time. This question cannot as yet be answered from observation.
How is plasma in interplanetary space observed? In addition to the indirect evidence from mag-
netic storms (see below) and the recent direct measurements there is first the body of information
from the comet tails. Comets will be discussed later, in more detail; let us just say now that there
is one type of tail, which is--by convention--called a Type I tail. These tails are essentially straight
and long, directed approximately radially away from the sun, and are found to consist of ions of CO
and N 2 and of some other ionized molecules in overall densities ral_ging from a few to perhaps 102
or 103 particles/cm3; however there are usually structures in which the density is considerably
higher; and the density also varies with distance from the head. From plasma physics we know that
*Presented at a NASA Goddard Space Flight Center Colloquium on October 17, 1961, Greenbelt, Maryland. This talk together with the
question-answer period which followed (Appendix A) is published here in approximately the form of the original presentation; for this
reason references to other work in the field are presented as originally given.
tDr. Diermann is Director of the Max Planck Institute for Astrophysics, Munich, Germany.
this material must necessarily constitute a quasi-neutral gas; that is, there must be as many elec-
trons per cubic centimeter as there are ions. These molecular ions move away from the sun at
velocities on the order of 30 up to several hundred kilometers per second. This is the kind of plasma
that for several decades has been known from observation to exist in interplanetary space and in the
place where there is a comet with a Type I tail.
For a large comet, the statistical probability of having a Type I tail is something like 50 percent;
this estimate is based on evidence taken from a total of more than 50 comets IThis is mostly from
the work of Bredichin-Jaegermann (Petersburg 1903) as discussed by P. Stumpff, Astr. Nachr.
286:87 (1960). A new discussion on the basis of a very much larger material has been started.]
Second, there are the direct measurements of the interplanetary plasma from satellites or space
probes; the most significant work in this area has been done recently by Bridge, Rossi, and their co-
workers at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Some important work has been done also in
Russia; this, in a general way, confirms the MIT results but doesn't give as many details.
At this stage it is sufficient to say that, during geomagnetically quiet periods, in the vicinity of
the earth (at a distance of approximately 200,000 km) there are densities of the order of 10 ions (and
electrons) per cubic centimeter; these ions move radially away from the sun with velocities on the
order of 300 km/sec.
Third, we have evidence from the observation of radio sources near the sun. If by the apparent
motion of the sun along the ecliptic during the year a radio source happens to lie on a line passing
near the sun, say within 50 or 100 solar radii (equivalent to 12 to 25 degrees of arc) from the sun,
it has been observed that the apparent size of the radio source is affected in a way that indicates the
influence of some sort of scattering.
A more detailed discussion shows that there must be scattering by electrons in interplanetary
space. While nothing can be derived about their state of motion, some rather indirect information
may be gained about the density distribution.
Fourth, the observation of zodiacal light yields some evidence. Quite a number of investigations
on this subject have been reported in the literature; but much of the earlier interpretation of the data
has been superseded by later research.
The only reasonably certain conclusion at the present time is that during magnetic storms there
might be electron densities of the order of some 10 2 electrons/cm 3.
There is also the general evidence from geomagnetism. Chapman and Ferraro have shown how
magnetic storms are caused by plasma streams emitted from the sun and moving through interplane-
tary space with a velocity on the order of 1000 km/sec. But evidence as to the densities of these
plasma streams is rather meager, and it is very difficult to give more than a lower limit.
Also, from geomagnetic evidence, two types of events should be distinguished. First, the mag-
netic storms: These are individuals events often connected with chromospheric eruptions on the sun.
Second, there are recurrent streams--usually phenomena of a smaller scale--that have a tendency to
repeatthemselvesafter 27days,possiblythree times, four times,or evenmoreoften. Theseare
presumablydueto persistentregionsonthesuncalled M-regions,whicharebelievedto besemi-
permanentsourcesof rather intensecorpuscularemissions,their lifetime beingon the order of
severalmonthsor more.
Thequestionof whether--inadditionto the individualbig eventsandthe recurrent butquasi-
stationaryemission--thereis alsoa stationary,moreor lesspermanentand roughlyisotropicout-
flowof coronalgascannotbeansweredpositivelyfrom geomagnetism.Therehasbeena growing
tendencyin geomagnetismto connecthefluctuationsof thegeomagneticfield at polar stations,which
arepractically alwaysobserved,withmatter comingfrom the sun. It maybeexpectedthattheob-
servationsmadeduringtheIGYwill settlethis question.
Themainquestionthatwewill discusstodayis this: ExceptingtheTypeI tails of comets,the
isolatedsolar eruptionsthatcausemagneticstorms,andtherecurrent streamsof solar matter, is
therealwayssomeplasmamovingthroughinterplanetaryspace? Whatwehopeto showis that the
observationsof thecomets'tails doindeedgive a ratherstrongreasonto believethatthere is prac-
tically alwayssomeoutflowof ionizedmatter from the sun.
COMETS AND COMET TAILS
The evidence from the comets and the interpretation of the acceleration and ionization of the
cometary material is now given somewhat more in detail. Also, some plans for using the processes
in the comet's tails as a model for an experiment will be discussed briefly. For this experiment,
artificial plasma clouds ,re to be produced in interplanetary space. These should be directly ob-
servable and should behave in a way similar to the comets' plasma tails--and serve as probes for
the presence of interplanetary material and its state of motion.
As a background to this discussion, a brief description of acomet will be helpful. First, acomet
is believed to have a solid nucleus with a diameter, say, of a few to 10 or 20 kilometers, which con-
sists of dust and of molecules of C, N, O, and H in frozen form. There is good reason to assume that
all this material gives rise to the appearance of the comet during its near approach to the sun, when
this more or less solid nucleus is under the influence of solar light and heat. The nucleus is not very
solid in the sense that the molecules present probably form a sort of ice that is frozen together with
the dust; this model of a cometary nucleus has been developed and discussed particularly by Whipple
at the Smithsonian Institute.
If a comet approaches the sun to within a few astronomical units, it gets a coma consisting of
nonionized gaseous molecules like CN, C2, C3, CH, NH, and OH, and in addition one or two tails. In
the latter there are dust particles and/or ionized moledules like CO + and N2 ÷. The connection be-
tween composition and the type of the tail is this: The long, straight Type I tails are composed of
ions, and other more curved types of tails are composed of dust and possibly some nonionized mole-
cules. But here we shall discuss mainly the Type I tails.
Around the solid nucleus of the comet is the coma, very roughly 100,000 to a million kilometers
in diameter. Furthermore, we may have a straight, extended tail that would be of the Type I and/or
a shorter, curved tail that would be of Type II or HI. These latter two types need not be distinguished
for our purpose, but itshould be noted that their direction with respect to the sun is usually different
from that of the Type I tail. Type I tailsare the longest, their length being of the order of about I0
million kilometers, and in some cases even more.
Both the dust and the nonionized molecules are subject only to a moderate or small acceleration
away from the sun, whereas the ionized particles are driven away from the sun much faster. The
former show accelerations away from the sun that are comparable only to the acceleration of gravity
(0.6 cm/sec 2 at 1 AU). In contrast, the acceleration acting on the constituents of Type I tails--thatis
to say on the ions--is very much larger, say by a factor between 20 and I00. In individualcases it
appears to go up to I000 cm/sec 2, and even more.
This general picture explains the difference of the shapes. The motion of particles under the in-
fluence of solar gravitation is essentially a problem of celestial mechanics that was solved by astron-
omers during the last century. Thus one could explain, in a general way, the shapes of the tails of the
Type II and III--and in less detail also the shape of the Type I tails.
With regard to the mechanism of acceleration away from the sun, it should be added that the pres-
sure of the ordinary solar light is quite sufficient to account for the observed features of the tails of
Type II or III. For dust particles that are small enough, the acceleration by light pressure is of the
right order of magnitude; for nonionized molecules we may readily compute the light pressure from
the transition probabilities in question, and again the acceleration turns out to be on the order of
unity. Hence there is no particular problem in accounting for the observed acceleration of the non-
ionized molecules and of the dust particles.
There is, however, a serious problem concerning the ionized particles, because the transition
probabilities of the resonance transitions in question in this case are quitesmall. The best value for
the oscillator strength of these transitions is only 0.002. That means that the lightpressure on these
ions can account only for something like 0.1 cm/sec 2. So, if the lightpressure were operative, we
would expect an acceleration that would be smaller by about one power of 10 as compared with the
CN or C2. What we observe _n fact is that it is very much larger.
First, some of the main properties of these Type I tails should be mentioned. They are
approximately parallel to the radius vector from the sun, as was stated before. In the second
approximation there is a phenomenon of quite some interest: It was found first by Hoffmeister
that the main axis of the comet deviates slightly from the radius vector so that the tail is lagging
behind, in the sense of the comet's motion around the sun, by a few degrees of arc--say, by some-
thing like 3 to 5 or 6 degrees. This is significant from the theoretical point of view, which we
shall develop later.
Next we have the extent of these tails, mentioned already. While the diameter of the tail is on the
order of some l0 s to 10 6 km, which is comparable to the diameter of the coma, the length may be very
much larger. There have been a few comets possessing tails that extended even through a large part
of the solar system, up to distances comparable with the distance between the earth and the sun.
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Thereareusuallystructuresin thetails of TypeI. For example,thereare elementsthatmight
bedescribedas cloudsandthatcaneasilybefollowedonsuccessiveplatesfrom onehour to the
next--andsometimesfrom onenightto thenext,or evenlonger.
Velocitiescanbederivedbymeasuringstructures,e.g., "clouds"appearingonsuccessivepho-
tographicplates. Thevaluesare of theorder of 20or 30to 50km/sec,butsometimesare several
hundredto 1000km/sec. Theordinaryrange,however,is 30or 50to 200km/sec.
Anaveragevalue of the acceleration can also be found by plotting the velocity as a function of
the distance. The time scale of the motion of an individual element (that is, the time during which
we may say that a given element of mass is visible in the comet itself) is of the order of some days.
This means, furthermore, that the tail is a transient phenomenon; for while the time of visibility of
every comet is of the order of, say, several months--depending on the perihelion distance and the
other conditions, the material that can be seen one night in the tail is replaced for the most part
after a week, and certainly completely so after a fortnight.
Another interesting and frequent phenomenon is presented by very narrow streamers, a regular
feature of many tails. These are structures with a diameter of only a few thousand kilometers and a
length of the order of 10 6 km. The fact that they are so narrow is again significant: If the material
would expand sideways with the velocity of sound, then a very low temperature of the order (of a few
degrees Kelvin) would be required to keep it that narrow for the length of time given by the extent
and the velocity. So there must be some lateral force that confines the streamers; and the only
likely explanation is that there are magnetic fields associated with the streamers which, by their
pressure, keep the plasma together.
A particularly important feature of these tails is what might be termed their activity. If several
successive pictures of a Type I tail are compared, the variations from one plate to the next are usu-
ally quite conspicuous: Part of the material is moving farther away from the coma, the shape is
changing, and material that has been at some distance from the axis of the tail has often come nearer
to it.
If we compare pictures taken during successive nights, then we see that the whole appearance of
the tail usually has changed considerably. Part of the tail material has been largely replenished, and
at the same time there has been considerable displacement and rearrangement. A structure seen on
one side of the tail axis during one night may even have moved to the opposite side of the axis on the
next night; there may be in such cases, in addition to the displacement along the axis, a rotational
motion around it. The plates of the comet Mrkos give an example of this phenomenon.
MECHANISMS OF PLASMA-TAIL INTERACTION
Briefly stated, the main point of the hypothesis thatwasintroduced just 10 years ago is as follows.
The acceleration of the plasma, which forms the Type I tails, and the "activity" of these tails
are attributed to the influence of solar particle radiation. The large acceleration is ascribed to the
fact that,from plasmaphysics,the interactionbetweentwointerpenetratingstreamsof plasmais
knownto belarge, especiallyin thepresenceof magneticfields. Thetail plasmais moving,at least
initially, quiteslowlyascomparedwith theparticle streamscomingfrom thesun. Wewouldexpect
onquitegeneralgroundsthattherewill beacouplingbetweenthesetwoplasmas.
Onebasicconsiderationis that, if weascribetheaccelerationof thesetails to the influenceof
solar corpuscular radiation, then their activity is a consequence of solar activity. Ordinary solar
light is constant within a fraction of 1 percent. So we would not expect any variation of the accelera-
tion because of the pressure of solar light acting on the structures composed of nonionized molecules
and of dust.
On the other hand we know from geophysics that the particle radiation of the sun shows a great
deal of variation, even between magnetic storms, and at a generally low level of solar activity; so it
is natural to assume that the activity of the comet's plasma tails just reflects this type of activity of
the sun--the activity which shows up on the earth as magnetic activity and in various other geophysical
phenomena.
Now, in order to give substance to this hypothesis, let us first check whether the momentum flow
coming from the sun is really sufficient. Instead of the line of reasoning that was current some years
ago, the evidence from the measurements of Bridge, which give perhaps a lower limit to the particle
flux, will be used. If we take the proton density and the velocity that Bridge measured--the latter on
the order of several hundred kilometers per second, we get a momentum flow from the sun under
quiet solar conditions of 10 -8 dyne/cm 2.
Again, if we take average figures for a Type I tail at some distance from the head and the
lower velocities observed in these tails under quiet conditions, we get values on the order of
some 10 -9 dyne/cm 2.
We know that the momentum flow from the sun is very much increased in the recurrent streams
observed during low levels of solar activity or during magnetic storms. It is somewhat difficult to
write down a precise figure, but all evidence points to increases in the momentum flux of up to sev-
eral powers of 10. These, of course, would show up in the comet's tail by more violent phenomena.
The momentum flow, then, seems adequate to accelerate the comet's tail provided the coupling
between the tail plasma and the solar plasma is sufficiently strong.
With regard to the mechanism of coupling, there are three possibilities. One is that coupling is
due merely to the thermal motion of the electrons; this scheme was discussed in detail in 1951. It
can be shown to be operative if the density of the solar stream is on the order of 102 or 103/cm 3 and
if the electron temperature is on the order of 10,000 ° K. While in 1951 there was some observational
evidence pointing toward densities in this range, we believe now that these are not there under aver-
age conditions.
Second, there is the possibility also discussed 10 years ago, and rediscussed by several authors
since then, that magnetic fields couple together the solar plasma and the plasma of the comet's tail.
This possibility appeared fairly remote in 1951, but in the meantime we have much indirect evidence
aboutthepresenceof magneticfields in interplanetaryspace;furthermore there are the direct
measurementsbymeansof spaceprobesor satellites, suchasthosebyDr. Heppner. In addition,
there is theevidencefrom thevery fine streamerswhich,aswasnoted,givestrongreasonfor be-
lieving thatthereareoften(perhapsregularly)magneticfields in theTypeI tails. Wemayask,then,
whetherthemagneticstressesare large enoughto accountfor theobservedtransfer of momentum.
Sincethemagneticfields that havebeenobserveddirectly underquietconditionsare ontheorder
of 10to 20gamma(1to 2× 10-4gauss),evidentlythereare magneticstressesontheorder of 10-9,
or several times 10 .9 dyne/cm2; this seems adequate to account for the observed momentum flux.
Third, it might be that specific plasma effects due to plasma instabilities, such as fluctuations
of the electric fields, are involved here. This is a possibility that has become apparent recently in
connection with the experiments in plasma physics related to the problem of controlled fusion.
The state of our knowledge in this area is not yet sufficient to allow a definite statement as to
whether or not this type of plasma coupling should effectively increase the coupling between a solar
particle stream and cometary plasma.
OBSERVED PHENOMENA
Let us now consider observational effects that might, or might not, support this picture.
First of all, of course we have to ask whether we find correlations or recurrence phenomena
(due to the sun's rotation) similar to those known in geomagnetism. If, for instance, we have a situ-
ation in which the earth and the comet are (in this order) approximately along one radius vector from
the sun, then we would expect that, whenever we observe a really big magnetic storm on the earth,
we should also observe something spectacular happening in the comet's tail.
That is to say, we should expect a close correlation between geomagnetic phenomena and the
phenomena in the comet's plasma tail. Of course, the condition described above does not happen often.
But there have been some such cases--for instance, the comet 1942g, Whipple-Fedtke; the comet was
moving approximately in the plane of the ecliptic, and furthermore the perihelion of the comet coin-
cided approximately with the opposition to the sun as seen from the earth. This is another favorable
geometrical condition since, when the comet is in perihelion, the earth might be in any longitude; so
it is really by chance that they both are in approximately the same heliocentric longitude. As a con-
sequence, the comet could be seen in approximately the same direction of the sky (relative to the sun)
for a fairly long time.
This was a time during which there were only a few magnetic storms. There was one particular
storm, the largest for about one-half year, on March 29, 1943, which showed up in the comet's tail
by an exceptionally large acceleration.
Good observations of this comet were obtained at the Sonneberg Observatory. Values of the
acceleration were derived for a number of individual days by the method that we described before.
Thereare twodatesin 1943wherethemotionsin thetail wereexceptionallyfast and turbu-
lent-March 3andMarch29. (Thecomethadbeenfoundlate in 1942,butobservationsweremainly
obtainedduringthefirst monthsin 1943.}Nowit canbeseenthat the interval betweenthesetwo
datesis approximatelyoneperiodof thesun'srotation.
Herethesynodicperiodof rotationof the sundependsonthemotionofthebodyto whichit is re-
ferred. Thesiderealperiod--thatis, thetrue periodof rotationof thesun--is 25days. But, since
the earthis movingin the samesenseasthesunrotates,thesunappearsto rotateonlywithaperiod
of 27days. For thecometWhipple-Fedtke,it wouldhavebeen26.5days. Thus,this is therecurrence
periodto beexpectedif thehighdegreeof turbulenceobservedonMarch3rdand29thwasdueto the
corpuscularradiationemittedby thesameactiveregiononthesun. As hasbeennoted,on oneof
thesetwodates(March29th)therewasamajor magneticstormonthe earth that showedup very
drastically in thestructureof thetail. In contrast, on March3rd theeventin thetail of thecomet
wasnotaccompaniedbyaparticular eventin thegeomagneticrecordsbuttherewasanothergeomag-
neticevent27daysafter March29th. Ofcourse, therewasalwayssomeangle(20 to 30degrees)
betweenthecometandtheearth,as seenfrom thesun;it is knownthatthestreamscomingIrom the
sunhaveonly anangleof openingof thesameorder.
In consequence,theobservedcorrelationwith thegeomagneticstorm of March29thandtheap-
parentrecurrenceperiodof 26daysis probablyjust whatweshouldexpectunderthesecircum-
stances. [Seethepicturesreproducedin Z. fi Astrophys. 54:67 (1962) and 22:286 (1943), especially
pp. 304, 305.]
Another investigation was made for the comet Halley as observed during its reappearance in the
year 1910. Again it was possible in observing the comet to find a synodic period of rotation of the sun
as seen from the comet Halley. In that case it was only 22 days, because the comet Halley moves
around the sun in a direction opposite that of the earth; therefore, the value is less than 25 days.
Also, it was possible, by an appropriate analysis, to get some correlation withgeomagnetic phenomena;
however, this was somewhat more difficult because the general activity of the sun was at a higher
level than 1943. Suffice it to say that the general result was again in agreement with that anticipated.
There are a few more events of this type that have been discussed, mainly by Rhea L//st in some
recent papers. The expected correlation between cometary and geomagnetic events and recurrence
phenomena in analogy to those known in geomagnetism thus have been found in the plasma tails of
the comets.
Furthermore, as mentioned before, the tail in general appears to lag behind the radius vector
from the sun by a small angle, in the sense of the comet's orbital motion. That, again, is precisely
what we would expect in case of a mechanical transfer of momentum if the material is coming from
the sun with a speed of, say, approximately 10 to 20 times the orbital velocity of the comet--that is,
a few hundred kilometers per second.
If instead we have electromagnetic coupling, the situation is somewhat more complicated; but
from the momentum balance we would still expect an effect of this general character. So we may
take the observation of this angle as another qualitative verification of the basic idea.
If, then,we regardthehypothesisthat theaccelerationof theplasmatails of cometsis dueto
theinteractionwith thesolar corpuscularradiationasverified, wecanimmediatelydrawoneor two
conclusionsnotobviousfrom geomagnetism.Thefirst is connectedwith the fact thatif a cometis
onceobservedto havea plasmatail, thenit is foundto possesssucha tail, thoughwith varyingprop-
erties, subsequentlyduring thewholetime of its near-approachto thesun. The tail is ordinarily
visible as longasthedistancefrom thesunis smaller thanabout3/2 AU. Thatis to say,if a comet
getsthis typeof tail at all, it tendsto haveit for thewholetime it is inside(approximately)theorbit
of Mars.
But, aswehavesaid,of thebrightercometsonlyonein approximatelytwodoesgetanobserv-
ableplasma(TypeI) tail; presumablythepropertyof gettingsucha tail dependson the chemical
compositionandpossiblyalsoon thepasthistory of thecomet.
It shouldperhapsbementionedherethat a givencometmay makesomethinglike 100near-
approachesto thesun. Thereareabout10H potentialcometsin thesky, mostof whichare moving
at distancesalmostcomparablewith thedistancesof theneareststars. All thesebodiesmovethrough
interstellar spacewith thesunandare henceactuallymembersof thesolar system. But, through
thegravitationaldisturbancescausedbystars passingnearby,their constantsof motionarechanged
statistically; andsoit happensthatoneor twoeveryyearare thrownintoorbits that touchtheinner
part of theplanetarysystem.As soonastheyapproachtheorbit of Jupiter or Saturn,their constants
of motionarechangedin sucha waythattheyeitherdisappearentirely (bygettinginto anhyperbolic
orbit aroundthesun)or, withequalprobability,theyget intoanorbit havinga major axisof theorder
of 20or 30AU (e.g.,cometHalley).
From thenonwardthecometmay bein this orbit for about50, 100, or 200 revoltuions around
the sun. But the nucleus, losing something like 1 percent of its material in each approach to the sun,
is not a permanent body. In a few cases we have witnessed the breaking up of a comet during its
near-approach to the sun.
It has been mentioned that a comet with a Type I tail appears to have this tail during most of the
time spent in the inner part of the planetary system. That means, then, that the solar corpuscular
radiation is not there exclusively during the time of magnetic storms or recurrent magnetic phenom-
ena but that there must be some corpuscular radiation all the time; otherwise, we would have to
assume a quite unlikely correlation between the appearance of comets and the production of solar
corpuscular radiation. For this component of the solar corpuscular radiation, Eugene Parker has
proposed the term "solar wind"; this seems a very appropriate term as long as it is not used also
for the more violent phenomena of recurrent character or of the magnetic storm type.
We observe furthermore that comets with Type I tails are not confined to periods of high solar
activity. They are actually rather scattered through the whole ll-year cycle, although there may be
some dependence on phase in this cycle as a second-order effect. Out of the total number of some-
thing like 30 comets with Type I tails which have been looked at more closely so far, it is not possi-
ble to give a more precise estimate*.
*See also R. L_/st, Z. f. Astrophysik 51:163 (1961) and 57:192 (1963).
The comets are moving around the sun not only in the neighborhood of the plane of the ecliptic,
but in orbits that may have any inclination to that plane: There have been comets that passed the
vicinity of the poles. We might therefore wonder whether there is any difference in the properties
of these comets as compared with those moving near the ecliptic plane.
A preliminary study of this kind has been made by Peter Stumpff [Astron. Nach_'ichten 286:87
(1961)]. He separated the comets for which enough datawere available into several groups according
to the heliographic position of their perihelion.
Dividing the sky into two areas of equal angular area--one centered around the ecliptic plane
(approximately the equatorial plane of the sun) and the other half around the poles, Stumpff found
that the ratio of comets with plasma tails to the comets without such tails differed by a factor of 2.
The overall probability of a comet having a plasma tail seems to be something like 2/3 if its peri-
helion is within 30 degrees of the ecliptic plane as compared to about 1/3 if its perihelion is within
60 degrees of the poles.
This result appears to be consistent with evidence from the occultation of radio sources, which
again gives the impression that the scattering electrons in interplanetary space have nonspherical
surfaces of equal density around the sun; these observation indicate some flattening of these sur-
faces out to 60 to 100 solar radii, but not at all an absence of scattering electrons at high latitudes.
The electrons in question should, of course, belong to the solar corpuscular radiation.
There is another conclusion: We observe that the momentum transfer from the solar particle
streams to the plasma of the comet is to the first order of approximation along the radius vector
from the sun; to the second order we have definite indication that the individual motion of the comet
plays some role. This means that velocities on the order of 20 or 30 km/sec perpendicular to the
radius vector really do show up in the general direction of the tail.
This indicates now that the material coming from the sun is not coupled to the sun in the sense
that it would co-rotate. Complete co-rotation with the sun would mean that the material near the
earth would have a velocity on the order of 450 km/sec. If the material emitted as corpuscular
radiation from the sun would co-rotate at the earth's distance, we should observe a speed perpen-
dicular to the radius of the order of 400 to 500 km/sec.
The fact that we are able to observe the second-order effect reflecting the individual motion of
the comet, which is something like one-tenth or less than this, indicates that there is no co-rotation
of the interplanetary plasma within, say, 20 km/sec or so.
This is mentioned specifically because it was proposed some time ago that the solar time vari-
ation of the intensity of cosmic radiation be ascribed to a co-rotation with the sun of the interplanetary
plasma in the vicinity of the earth. It would seem that the evidence from the comets quite definitely
rules out this hypothesis.
Of course, that leaves us with this question: Out to what distance do we have co-rotation with
the sun? If we put together all the data on the electron density in interplanetary space as a function
of the distance from the sun, we don't find any discontinuity. Of course, there are certain arguments
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discussedbyR. L/fst, andby L/fst andSchl//ter,whichtendto showthat, say,in the vicinity of the
orbit of Mercurythereis a surfacebeyondwhichthereis noco-rotationandinsideof whichthere
maypossiblybecompleteco-rotationasobservedin thesolar corona. This surfacemay beat a
distanceof, say,1/3 AU; butthis estimateis highlyuncertain. This is mentionedonlyasoneof the
questionsthatcertainly shouldbeansweredby meansof observationsfrom spaceprobes. Onepossi-
bility wouldbeto produceartificial plasmacloudsmuchnearerto thesunandto makeobservations
from a positionthatwouldpermit usto seewhatis happeningto them.
IONIZATION OF COMET TAILS
Another problem connected with these (Type I) plasma tails--the problem of the ionization--
should be discussed briefly.
We mentioned the observable constituents, ions like CO + and N2 + and some others: All of these
have ionization potentials of the order of 14 or so electron volts.
Using Hinteregger's data to derive the time scale of photoionization, we get a result of the order
of one to several months. That, of course, is by far too long to account for the observed rate of ap-
pearance of ion structures; therefore, if the best measurements known at present can be trusted,
the ionization of these ions cannot be due mainly to the photoionization of the parent molecules (CO,
N 2 .... ).
That, then, leaves us with the problem of how we can account for the ionization, especially for
the rapidity with which it sometimes occurs. Two or three possibilities will be mentioned.
The one discussed in the literature, in addition to photoionization, is the process known in atomic
physics as exchange of charge. That is to say, a solar proton, in encountering a nonionized CO or N 2
molecule, may produce an ion of CO and becomes itself a neutral hydrogen atom; this happens with a
large cross section if the velocity is in range of, say, 200 to 2000 km/sec. It has been found exper-
imentally that the cross section depends strongly on the relative velocity. For the velocity range in
question it is around 3 x 10 -z5 cm 2, a relatively large cross section.
The time scale of the order of 1 day (approximately 10 s seconds) for the formation of ionized
structures would then require a particle flux of 109.s protons/cm 2-sec, provided the charge exchange
takes place as in free interplanetary space.
Until a short time ago that seemed to be a satisfactory explanation. A particle flux of 3 × 109
protons/cm2-sec would correspond, say, to 50 protons/cm 3 moving with a velocity of 600 km/sec.
These figures were compatible with all the evidence available until about last year. The upper limits
given by other means are around 100 particles/cm3 for quiet conditions.
Now the measurements of Bridge and the similar experhnents by the Russian physicists tend to
indicate a flux of solar materials under quiet conditions of only several times 10 8 protons/cm 2 -sec.
This would correspond to a particle density on the order of 10/cm 3, and to a velocity on the order of,
say, 300 km/sec and would leave for the flux a discrepancy by a factor of around 10.
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Occasionalobservationsindicatethatthetime scaleof theformationof ion structuresis as
shortas 1hour; this meansthatwewouldhaveto haveanother3/2 powersof 10. But theselast
measurementsareprobablycharacteristicfor disturbedconditions,that is, to highersolaractivity.
To accountfor the ionization,there are two possibilities in additionto chargeexchange
mentionedin current discussionsor in the literature: Oneis ionization by electron collisions,
while the other one is a binary chemical reaction of the following type: starting, say, with
C + + 02----_C0 + _ O, which is both exothermic and has a relatively large cross section.
With regard to electron collisions, there is the difficulty that we need electrons with energy of
at least something like 25 ev because the cross section for ionization is quite low for electrons with
smaller energy.
With such electron energies we would expect, first, collisional dissociation rather than ionization,
with quite a number of competing processes in part of which negative ions are formed. So it would
seem that the chances that electron collisions contribute efficiently to ionization are not very good.
The other possibility has some slight advantages: The ionization potential of C is only 11.63 ev;
hence the photoionization should be somewhat faster than that of CO.
The ionization potentials of CN or C 2 are not known, but we might guess that they would be simi-
lar to that of C. Unfortunately the photoionization cross sections for these are, as far as we know,
not yet available. Summing up, it may be said that the cause of the ionization could be complex al-
though, on Lhe balance, the mechanism of charge transfer is likely to be the most efficient contributor.
ARTIFICIAL PLASMA CLOUDS
Lastly, a few words should be said about the possibility and usefulness of producing artificial
plasma clouds in interplanetary space to obtain more information about the properties of solar cor-
puscular radiation by direct observation.
Evidently what we would like to have is a material that, in ionized form, has at least one fairly
strong transition in the ordinary optical range and at the same time becomes photoionized by ordi-
nary solar light as rapidly as possible.
If we look at the periodic table we find easily that, practically, only some of the alkali earth
atoms are really useful.
Next we inquire what quantities are needed in order to enable us to observe such clouds reason-
ably well without extra techniques, such as special filters or image converters--which of course would
considerably increase the possibilities of this type of work.
With this narrow restriction, we have worked out the question in some detail. However, we will
not go into this, since a paper containing all this information will appear quite soon in the Zeitschrift
fi'_'r Astrophysik (see vol. 53, p. 226).
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Theminimumfinal figures neededfor anassumedclouddistanceof 200,000km are: for calcium,
2 kg; for strontium,6kg; while,for barium,only 130gm.
Thereasonthatwe requirea rather largequantityof calcuimis thatthemaincalciumresonance
absorptionline is quitestrongin thesolar spectrumitself.
Also, thestrontiumline is at a disadvantageby its positionin the solar spectrum;onlythebar-
iumresonancedoublet(around4600and4900A)is really in a very goodregionof the solarspectrum.
This andthefact that the photoaccelerationof thebariumion is not large(6 cm/sec2)overbalance
thedisadvantagethat bariumhasthelargestatomicweight(135).
Sothegeneraltechniquewouldbeto releasea quantityof bariumgas(approximately100gmor
moreat a distanceof 200,000km)andto seehowthesolar plasmainteractswith it. This wouldgive
informationdirectly aboutthedirectionof acceleration;it wouldalsogiveindirect informationabout
themechanismof couplingif weuse,say,amixture of bariumandcalcium,wherethe large differ-
encein atomicweightsmightdiscriminatebetweenmechanisms.Sucha differencewouldhelpusto
distinguishbetween,for instance,plasmaaccelerationandtheinfluenceof magneticfields.
Thesidewaysspreadingof thematerialshouldgiveinformationonthe interplanetarymagnetic
fields, but thesedetailswill notbediscussedhere.
In derivingthefiguresgivensofar, it wasassumedthat the surfacebrightnessof the cloud
shouldbegreaterthantheintegral surfacebrightnessof the sky--aconditionthatwouldhaveto be
fulfilled whenordinaryobservingtechniquesare used. But, by applyinga filter, weshouldgain
someadvantage.
Withtechniquesof this sort, wecouldfurthermorehopeto usenotonly alkali earths but also
carbonmonoxide--butonly duringperiodsof very muchenhancedsolarparticle flux. If we would
makesuchanexperimentduringa big magneticstorm,weshouldindeedbeableto observedirectly
the ionizationof theCO by exchangeof charge. Sinceweknowthecrosssectionandweknowpre-
cisely theamounthatwehavereleased,weshouldget thetime scaleof the ionizationjust by watch-
ing theappearanceof this carbonmonoxideion. Knowingthe quantityinvolved,we shouldbe able
to makeanindependentquantitativecheckof the intensityof the solarparticle stream.
This, of course,is only of interest if theexperimentalmeasurementswithplasmaprobesappear
to besodifficult thatwewouldlike to havea checkdonebyanentirely independentmethod.If, on
the other hand, we are confident that the available experimental techniques are perfectly adequate,
then perhaps there is no particular point in making an experiment with CO since it might not be re-
garded as worthwhile from our interest in the physics of comets.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Let us conclude with one general remark. To the extent we succeed in understanding what is
going on in the comets, specifically in the plasma tails of comets, we can use these tails as probes
provided by nature. That has, of course, an advantage, because then we can use all the past
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observationsof cometswhichhaveappearedin the literature. Wementionedthecometsmovingabove
thepolesof thesunandthefact thattheyappearin all phasesof the solarcycle. So,in spiteof the
fact thatweare fairly confidentin thenearfutureofanumberof spaceprobesandvery distantsatel-
lites to give usdirect measurements,it mightstill beworthwhileto haveadditionalcluesfrom this
very rich material in theform ofpastobservationsof comets. Thesedatacertainlywouldgiveus
informationof a somewhatdifferentcharacter--forinstance,if weinquireaboutstatisticalproperties
of solar corpuscularradiationover longperiodsof time, or its propertiesat highheliographiclati-
tudes,or in apart of thesolar cycle for whichweshallnowhaveto wait 10years. In this connec-
tion theintendedexperimentof Dr. Donnof GoddardSpaceFlight Center is very much welcomed,
although its aim is somewhat different from that of our own experiment. It should help us also to
understand more in detail the processes which take place on comets, and thus, though perhaps some-
what more indirectly, assist us in using the comets as probes for the interplanetary plasma.
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AppendixA
Discussion
QUESTION: As you undoubtedly know, the Russians injected a couple of plasma clouds at fairly
large distances from the earth. These were observed for periods of several minutes which, judging
from the acceleration you gave, might--the motion, say, due to solar plasma might--be observable in
the periods when solar clouds were observable. Were any useful observations of those clouds made?
DR. BIERMANN: I am not aware of observations of plasma clouds. I have heard only of obser-
vations of artificial natrium clouds.
QUESTION: Sodium clouds?
DR. BIERMANN: Yes. But the observed clouds are not ionized. When ionized, sodium becomes
invisible. So what is observed is the nonionized component, and that is analogous to the CN and C2 ,
but not to the plasma. The nonionized component doesn't give you any information about the solar
plasma. It is simply acted on by solar light. Whatever influence the plasma can exert on the non-
ionized component would be quite small compared with the light pressure.
QUESTION: If the ionization of CO and N 2 occur through charge exchange, is there any reason
why C 2 and CN cannot be ionized in the same way? CN, I think, would be visible--much better than
C 2. C 2, I think, wouldn't be visible in the low-lying state.
DR. BIERMANN: In this particular case I was rather thinking of photoionization, and not of ion-
ization by exchange of charge. Of course, it might very well be that charge exchange also enters
significantly. That I don't know. But the cross section for exchange of charge depends in a fairly
complicated way on the properties of the spectrum. It seems that the fact that both CO + and N2 +
have low-lying levels giving rise to the observable resonance terms may have some connection with
the fact that the cross section for exchange of charge is large--in the velocity range of a few hun-
dred to a few thousand kilometers per second [see the work by Gilbody and Hasted where further
references may be found; Proc. Roy. Soc. A 238:334 (1956)1.
I am not aware of any resonance lines of nonionized CO in the optical range. I was also under the
impression that the ion of CN does not have any observable resonance bands. If I am wrong there,
then of course it would be very significant in connection with the questions you are discussing.
QUESTION: You mentioned the fact that there is a rotation observed in tails sometimes. Is this
possibly explainable in terms of a longitudinal drift of particles in a field gradient?
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DR. BIERMANN:Thewaywe tendto lookat it is this: Youknowperhapsof theworkof Lffst
andSchl/fteronforce-free fields. First, Lundquist,thenLtfst andSchlC/ter,andlater still othersdis-
cussedthepropertiesof force-free fields. Oneof the main properties is that theyhaveasort of
spiral structure if thereis anysymmetryat all.
Now,wedo observeoccasionallya feature that I havenot mentioned,somethinglike a large-
scalehelical structure in thetail (TypeI) of a comet. Thetail thenlookslike alarge helix viewed
from the side. Of course,thatis notanunambiguousinterpretation,but it is onethatwewouldnat-
urally thinkof. Wehavelikedthis idea,evensincewebecameawareof theprobabilitythatthere
weremagneticfields that shouldbeforce-free.
Ofcourse,thesituationmightbemorecomplicatedthanthat.
QUESTION:As an extension of this, is there any information about whether there is a hole in
the magnetic field behind the comet? Whether the solar field is excluded by the comet?
DR. BIERMANN: There is no information concerning the magnetic field; but there is an indi-
cation, which I had not mentioned, as the particle stream. The indication is this: If the acceleration
is measured as a function of position in the tail, it is often found (e.g., in the work of Peter Stumpff on
comet Morehouse and in that of Rhea L/fst on comet Mrkos) that the acceleration strongly decreases,
possibly to about zero in the vicintiy of the tail axis at some distance behind the coma.
So it looked as though in these cases the influence of the interaction of the solar corpuscular
radiation with the comet's coma was of such a kind that the immediate vicinity of the axis of the tail
was excluded from further impact of solar corpuscular radiation.
